Thursday October 18 9.00 – 11.00 hrs.

**Business for Good**

**Bob Dudley**, CEO BP: Advancing the Energy Transition

**John Roberts**, Chairman OnSide Youth Zones: The New Victorians: how today's business leaders should be inspired by the 19th century's business philanthropists

**Rakesh Kapoor**, CEO of RB (Reckitt Benckiser), a £10 billion global leader in consumer health and hygiene company, with Powerbrands such as Dettol, Nurofen, Durex, Vanish and Strepsils.: The World Can't Wait

**Ben van Beurden** Shell Chief Executive Officer: Two billion people cannot get the energy to run a fridge: this must change

Thursday October 18 16:00 – 18:00 hrs.

**The Refugee Crisis**

**Amber Heard**, actrice: The world's most vulnerable people: why we need to do more for refugees

**Ilia Calderón**, Emmy® Award-winning journalist & **Kathryne Bomberger**, CMP Director-General: The Reality of the Refugee Journey

**Hikmet Ersek**: Western Union President, CEO, Director: Standing with Refugees
Friday October 19  8.00 – 11.00 hrs.

Education

**Caroline Mutoko**, CMO of Radio Africa Group: Ambassadors in Action

**Antoine Sire** Director of Company Engagement at BNP Paribas

**Feike Sijbesma**, CEO Royal DSM: Purpose-led business: A new model to fight malnutrition

**David Sproul**, Senior Partner & Chief Executive of Deloitte in the UK: What can business do for young people?

Friday October 19  15.30 – 18.30 hrs.

Poverty Alleviation & Economic Development

**Dambisa Moyo**, global economist and author who analyzes the macroeconomy and international affairs: Why Democracy is Failing to Create Economic Growth and How to Fix It

**Professor Muhammad Yunus**, Nobel Prize laureate & **Hans Reitz**, Director of Grameen Creative Lab & **Lamiya Morshed**, Executive Director Yunus Centre, Bangladesh: A World of Three Zeros